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So while not everything has been fixed in this latest iteration, it is at least a
bit more stable than its predecessors. I hope everyone enjoys using the

BlackICE mod. It came together pretty well, if I do say so myself. :) In addition
to a new re-hauled mod BlackICE is also home to the Valve/Paradox mobile

app, which allows you to customise units and their appearance in HOI3 just as
easily as if you were using the Steam version of the game. Currently, there

are a few BlackICE mods on steamworkshop that are not compatible with the
mobile app, but they will be. We have to work with Steam on this one. There
are a couple of BlackICE mods that change things like time period and the

kinds of units that appear in the game. If you would like to know more about
the mod, or to take a peek at the mobile app go to either Steamworkshop or

Steamapps and follow the links. Fast-forward to now - 2017. Our team wanted
to know if we could revamp HOI3 and the BlackICE mod to bring it as current

as possible from a game design perspective. Obviously, there are a great
many things wewantedto do, but without having access to the source code of

the Clausewitz Engine, we would have some limitations. Specifically, we
wanted to: Here, you can see a comparison between the vanilla HOI3

map/terrain and that of BlackerICE. In addition to adding higher-resolution
textures and virtually repainting the entire map, note how we warmed the
map up a bit. We also used some retro period fonts from the era (though
bitmapping them was a PITA). Not bad for a ten year old game engine!
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